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LOT #

Auction Policies1

3 copies of #1, the first ongoing Black Panther solo title. 1st team
appearance of the Collectors: Abner Little and Princess Zanda.
VG+ condition with warping and creasing on back cover.

Black Panther #1 (x3)(1977) Jack Kirby!2

Measures roughly 22" x 34". Overall nice shape but does exhibit
signs of general storage wear such as moisture damage, light
portions of discoloration, and light edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Marvel Fantastic Four 1994 Alex Ross Poster3

2017 Canada 1967 Centennial Commemorative 99.99% Silver
7-Coin Proof Set w/COA from the Royal Canadian Mint. New in
original packaging.

2017 Canada 1967 Centennial Commemorative Fine Sil4

An original, vintage 1983 22"x34" Star Wars: Return of the Jedi
poster which features Darth Vader and the Elite Praetorian Guard.
Overall great visual shape but does exhibit signs of general storage
and display wear such as creasing, tack holes, and edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Return of the Jedi 1983 Darth Vader & Pr5

2 yearbooks from the early 1960s. The 1961 yearbook was signed
by pitcher, Frank Lary. The yearbooks feature many legendary
players! The autograph does not come with a certificate of
authenticity, but is believed by Back to the Past to be genuine. The
yearbooks are complete with conditions a pictured.

Detroit Tigers 1961 + 1963 Baseball Yearbook w/Aut6

(3) sets of 7 postcards. All come with 3-D glasses. New in bags
from Ray Zone.

3-D Zone Postcard Set (x3) with 3-D Glasses 1980s7

Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by John Du Prez.
2xLP 180 gram colored vinyl. Turtle Mask Splatter. Artwork by
Kevin Eastman.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Movie Score Waxwork R8

1st appearance of Val-Zod, a Kryptonian, not in costume. CGC
graded 9.8.

Earth 2 #19 CGC 9.8 1st Appearance of Val-Zod/Mich9

LOT #

Factory sealed. Original 1935 Soundtrack recording. Music
composed by Franz Waxman. 180 gram iridescent vinyl. 4-page
booklet with liner notes. Artwork by Phantom City Creative.

Bride of Frankenstein Motion Picture Soundtrack Wa10

#9854/12000. The plush is approximately 16 1/2 inches tall. It
comes with a base and stand and it has is original tag. There are
minimal signs of wear on the plush. There is a small chip in the
wood on the right cheek. Made by Applause

Disney Collectible Classics Woodsculpt Series Mick10a

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Agatha Christie's "Murder on the Orient Express" 111

20 comics from Marvel's Silver and Bronze Age. Highlights include:
Strange Tales #150 (GD condition, 1st appearance of Umar,
Dormammu’s sister) and Avengers #32 (GD- condition with loose
cover, 1st appearance of Bill Foster, later becomes Black Goliath).
You get all pictured. Overall GD- to GD condition.

Marvel Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot12

2017 Canada 150 Our Home and Native Land Special Edition Fine
Silver Proof 7-Coin Set from the Royal Canadian Mint. 99.99%
Silver 7-Coin Proof Set w/COA. New in original packaging.

2017 Canada 150 Home Native Land Spec. Ed. Silver13

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Mickey
Mantle, Jim Palmer, Cleon Jones, Johnny Bench and more. Overall
condition range of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some single
cards may be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Mantle/Palmer/More14

9 programs from 1973 to 1977. Includes Purdue (11/17/1973),
Wisconsin (9/11/76), Stanford (9/11/76), Michigan State (10/9/76),
Duke (9/17/77), Navy (9/24/77), Wisconsin (10/15/77), Texas A &
M (10/1/77), and Iowa (10/29/77). Programs are in nice shape with
condition as pictured.

University of Michigan Football Programs Lot of (915
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Three modern comedy related one sheet movie posters. Included
posters are in overall great visual condition but do exhibit signs of
general storage and display wear such as creasing and edge wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

2010s Comedy Film One Sheet Posters Lot of (3)16

Two posters including a Rush Fan Club poster and a 1990s
"Udderly Aerosmith" poster. The Rush poster measures roughly
34"x22" for size reference. Overall, both posters are in nice shape
with general storage and display wear such as creasing, tape
marks, and edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Rush & Aerosmith Rock Band Posters Lot of (2)17

Lot of figures, uniforms and accessories. You get all pictured.
Varied states of wear as pictured.

Vintage Action Figure + Accessories Lot18

19 silver dimes ranging from 1946 to 1963. Condition as pictured.
Lot of (19) 1946-1963 Silver Dimes19

#1 has early cover art by Adam Hughes. NM condition.
The Wild Wild West #1-4 Set (Adam Hughes)20

3 1/2 inches tall. The figure is in overall beautiful condition. There
is light surface wear on the figure. It comes with its original tag.
Signed by creator, Ron Lee. The figure does not come with a
certificate of authenticity, but the autograph is believed by Back to
the Past to be authentic

Ron Lee Jiminy Cricket Figure w/Marble Base (1991)20a

Factory sealed. Original motion picture soundtrack by Hans
Zimmer. 180 gram double LP. Colored vinyl. Liner notes by director
Gore Verbinski. Package design by Matt Needle.

The Ring Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Records21

A double sided one sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Rob Zombie's Halloween II 2009 One Sheet Poster22

Five vinyl records from Barbra Streisand! Records and jackets are
in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have
record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Barbra Streisand Vinyl Record Lot of (5)23

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 .9999 Fine Silver Polar
Bear coins. Still affixed with original protective holders to the
interior of the original presentation folders.

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silve24

7 inch scale figure. 21 points of articulation! New in sealed
package.

Superman Series 1 (2003) Figure Lot of (2) DC Dire25

LOT #

Lot includes the Old Timer's Baseball Photo Album from Vol. 2
(1962) and the 1973 32nd Annual Baseball Dinner (Detroit Tigers).
The 1962 phot album features photos of many of the greats
including Ty Cobb, Jackie Robinson, Walter Johnson, Babe Ruth
and more. The Baseball dinner program features Al Kaline, Willie
Horton, Mickey Lolich and other legendary Detroit Tiger players
and coaches. Condition as pictured.

Vintage Baseball Publications Lot26

New in sealed packages. 9 figures in 8 packages. You get all
pictured. Some of the cards have some shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars Action Figure Lot27

Overall nice shape with a NM vinyl, but the jacket is worn and
shows signs of moderate storage wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Beatles Renaissance Minstrels Live 1973 Unauth28

Two vintage posters for the 1987 Super Fight between Hagler and
Leonard and one for the 1984 Detroit Grand Prix III. The Hagler VS
Leonard poster measures roughly 30" x 20". Overall great visual
shape but does exhibit signs of light storage and display wear such
as a slight tears, creasing, and edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Hagler VS Leonard Super Fight 1987 & Detroit Grand29

First meeting of Venom and Wolverine. Sam Keith cover art. CGC
graded 9.8.

Marvel Comics Presents #117 CGC 9.8 1st Venom Meet30

4 inches tall. Nice shape with little shelf wear. The figure has its
original tag still fastened to its ankle.

Ron Lee "Watch Your Step" Elephant 4 Inch Figurine30a

2 coins. 2017 $10 Fine Silver Coin - Maple Leaves (99.99% pure)
and 2017 Proof Silver Dollar - 150th Anniversary of Canadian
Confederation (99.99% pure). Both are new in original packages.

2017 Canada $10/Silver Dollar Fine Silver Coins Lo31

Luke (Mark Hamill) cover. CGC graded magazine.
Star Wars US Magazine 1980 CGC 6.0/Luke Skywalker32

2004, NECA. 9 inches tall . Only opened for inspection and to
photograph.

Aliens Queen Extreme Headknockers Figurine/NECA33

Four vintage to modern Walt Disney related one sheet movie
posters. Included posters are in overall great visual condition but do
exhibit signs of varying general storage and display wear such as
creasing, tack holes, staining, edge wear, and fold wear/fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Walt Disney Animated Features Film One Sheet Poste34

Features a circa 1970s "Junkwaffel" Vaughn Bode cartoon print
and a poster for a 1987 charity fundraiser for children illustrated by
a variety of comic artists such as Stan Lee, Moebius, Jim Davis,

Cartoonist & Comic Artist Art Print Lot of (2)35
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LOT #
Mori Walker, and more! The charity event poster measures roughly
24 1/2"x18 1/2" for size reference. Each piece is in overall nice
condition with varying degrees of wear, but shows signs of light to
moderate storage wear as seen through rippling, creasing, and
edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Lot of (3) Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silver Farewell to the
Penny ¼ oz .9999 Silver coins. Includes presentation folders. The
coins come in the original protective holders.

Lot of (3) 2012 Canada $20 Fine Silver Farewell to36

Publications range from 1975 to 1985. 10 scorebook/programs and
a Sports Illustrated with Mark the Byrd Fidrych on the cover from
1978. Condition varies. Some of the scorebooks have writing
inside.

Detroit Tigers Baseball Scorebook/Program/Magazine37

A vintage half sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but does
exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing,
slight marks, and edge wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Diner 1982 Kevin Bacon Half Sheet Poster38

(2) sets. Battle of Geonosis and Jedi Vs. Sith. New in sealed
packages. A few of the figures are loose inside of the packaging as
pictured.

Star Wars Galactic Heroes Multi-Packs Lot39

Seven vinyl records from Neil Diamond and Simon & Garfunkel!
Records and jackets are in overall great shape but do exhibit signs
of light to moderate use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies
from record to record, but items may have record scuffs, edge
wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

Neil Diamond/Simon & Garfunkel Vinyl Record Lot of40

5 1/2 inches tall. Overall, the figure is in nice shape with light wear.
The figure has some gold marks and chips on its right arm as
pictured.

Ron Lee Warner Bros. Tasmanian Devil Figure On Mar40a

Two Western film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are
visually nice but are in rough shape with heavy storage and display
wear such as, creasing, tack holes, tears, edge wear, and fold
wear/fold separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Abilene Town 1946 & The Train Robbers 1973 Western41

Factory sealed. The complete 1977 soundtrack album by Godiego
and Mickie Yoshino. Released for the very first time outside of
Japan. 180 gram splatter colored vinyl. New Artwork by Jake
Foreman. Heavyweight gatefold packaging with matte satin
coating. 12"x12" Art Print.

House (Hausu) Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Re42

LOT #

Each comes with 3-D glasses. Both front covers are present, but
not attached to comic. "V-Vampires" (art by Wally Wood, story from
Mad 3), "The Monster From the Fourth Dimension" (art by Bernard
Krigstein, story from Weird Science # &), "Frank Luke" (art by
George Evans, story from Frontline Combat # 13), and "Mr. Biddy,
Killer" (art by Graham Ingels, story from Crime SuspenStories 5).
Stories redrawn to 3-D format. Original stories not necessarily by
the artists here. Series continues as Three Dimensional Tales From
the Crypt. Harvey Kurtzman cover. Filler copies.

Three Dimensional E. C. Classics (1954) #1 (x2)43

About 160 cards from 1978 to 1984. Highlights include: O.J.
Simpsons, Kenny Lofton, Roger Staubach, Archie Manning and
more. Overall condition range of the cards appears Fair to VG.
Some single cards may be better or lesser grades.

1978 to 1984 Topps Football Cards Lot44

Lot of (23) vintage transfers. NOS from a now-defunct screen
printing shop. A variety of illustrations and texts. You get all
pictured.

Vintage Iron-On Transfers Lot45

A double sided one sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, and edge wear. Wear is most concentrated toward the
bottom of the poster. See pictures for further condition details.

National Treasure 2004 Nicolas Cage One Sheet Post46

Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by John Du Prez.
2xLP 180 gram colored vinyl. Turtle Mask Splatter. Artwork by
Kevin Eastman.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles Movie Score Waxwork R47

Lot of (3) uncirculated sets with original envelopes and certificates
of authenticity.

Lot of (3) Canadian 1965 Proof like Coin Sets w/Co48

3 different vintage full sized pennants.  Nice shape in protective
holders. A few minor discoloration spots are present as pictured on
the Padres pennant.

1984 Detroit Tigers Baseball World Series Pennants49

Includes an Exclusive Wedge Antilles figure. From the 1997 Power
of the Force line. New in packaging.

Star Wars Millennium Falcon Figure Carry Case50

A vintage 1928 Cast Iron Arcade Chevy Coupe Model Car. 7 1/2"
long and 3 1/2" tall. Half of the roof of the car had broken off. The
previous owner repaired the roof by using a synthetic material to
remodel the missing roof. The material was painted to match the
rest of the body of the car. The repaired roof does not match the
same texture of the car and has chipping/imperfections. The rest of
the car also has chipping/rusting. The back axil has a wooden rod
covering it and the front does not.

Vintage Cast Iron Arcade Chevy Coupe Model Car (1950a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot51

Two folded film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are in nice
shape but do have moderate storage and display wear such as:
creasing, small tears, tack holes, edge wear, and fold wear/fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Skullduggery 1970 & Airport '77 1977 Film One Shee52

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Gambler 1974 One Sheet Poster53

Premiere issue of a limited series based on the 1980s arcade
game. CGC graded 9.4 with white pages.

Dragon's Lair #1 CGC 9.4 2003 CrossGen/CGE Don Blu54

10 Bronze age comics. Lot includes OMAC #1 (x4), Boy
Commandos (x5) and Black Magic #1. GD/GD+ to VG- overall.

DC Bronze Age #1 Lot/Jack Kirby + Joe Simon55

Brooks Foil Edition variant cover. Boom! Studios. CGC graded 9.8
Brzrkr #1 Brooks Foil Edition Variant Cover CGC 9.56

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Pete Rose,
Jim Palmer, Bobby Bonds, Johnny Bench and more. Overall
condition range of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some single
cards may be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Rose/Bench/Bonds/More57

Factory sealed. Album on heavyweight 180g vinyl and pressed in
Germany! Mastered directly from the original 1974 stereo analog
master tape. Jacket is in overall excellent condition with minor
signs of storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Frank Zappa Apostrophe (') 2014 Remastered Vinyl R58

Five vinyl record items from The Monkees! One of the self-titled
Monkees album, COM-101, is the jacket only. Records and jackets
are in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light to moderate
use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies from record to record,
but items may have record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

The Monkees Vinyl Record Lot of (5)59

4 scorebooks. The 1968 and 1969 scorebooks have full
handwritten scoring and lineup information. The 1970 and 1971
have handwritten lineup information and partial scoring.
Scorebooks are complete with varying wear as pictured.

Detroit Tigers Baseball Scorebook Lot 1968-197160

9 inches tall. Excellent condition. Briefly display.
Carnage PVC Figure Diamond Select Figure w/ Box/Ma60a

LOT #

Modern era figure and vehicle. The Millennium Falcon has sound.
This also comes with the Tri-Droid Fighter. Overall appears to be in
nice shape. You get all pictured. The Falcon appears to be missing
the cannon on top.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicles Lot61

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Where Eagles Dare 1968 Clint Eastwood One Sheet Po62

Lot of (3) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Queen's Diamond Jubilee
¼ oz .9999 Fine Silver. Includes presentation folders. The coins
come in the original protective holders.

Lot of (3) 2012 Canada $20 Queen's Diamond Jubilee63

Two posters featuring the art of Robert Crumb. Includes an
Underground Comix Hall of Fame poster and a 1998 tour poster for
his band, R. Crumb and his Cheap Suit Serenaders. The
Underground Comix poster measures roughly 17"x22" for size
reference. Overall, both posters are in nice shape with general
storage and display wear such as creasing and edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Robert Crumb Underground Comix & 1988 Tour Poster64

Double vinyl LP. Overall nice shape as vinyl is in sharp condition,
but the jacket shows signs of light storage wear, particularly along
the edges and spine. See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Ultra Rare Trax Vol. 3 & 4 1988 Unauth65

Factory sealed. The complete 1966 film score by Akira Ifukube.
Available for the first time outside of Japan. 180 gram "Sanda" &
“Gaira” colored vinyl. New artwork by Vance Kelly. 12” x 12” Art
Print. Heavyweight gatefold packaging with matte satin finish.

War of the Gargantuans Motion Picture Soundtrack W66

1st appearance of Vulcan, brother of Cyclops and Havok. Variant
cover art by Joe Quesada. CGC graded 9.6

X-Men Deadly Genesis #1 CGC 9.6/1st Vulcan Quesada67

50 copies! Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse and the Medicine Man
Wheaties Premium/Give-Away flip comic book. GD to GD+ overall.

Disney 1951 Mickey Mouse Wheaties Flip Book Comic68

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 .9999 Fine Silver Polar
Bear coins. Still affixed with original protective holders to the
interior of the original presentation folders.

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silve69

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Here Come The Fuzz 1972 Burt Reynolds One Sheet Po70
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This vintage tin friction car is 7" long, 3" wide, and 2.5" tall. Car is
in overall good condition with some paint wear and scratches. The
friction is very stiff and may require repair and/or oiling to restore
function.

Vintage Ichiko F.D. Fire Chief Tin Friction Car Ve70a

Three modern comedy related one sheet movie posters. Included
posters are in overall great visual condition but do exhibit signs of
general storage and display wear such as creasing and edge wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

2000s/2010s Fantasy & Adventure Film One Sheet Pos71

This lot includes publications, a ticket stub and promotional items.
This lot consists of magazines, yearbooks, guides, promo posters
and more from the 1997 championship seasons to 2014. Highlights
included a 1998 Rose Bowl program, Sports Illustrated 1997
Commemorative issue, and a couple of stadium guides. The items
in this lot are in great shape. You get all pictured.

University of Michigan Football 1997 to 2014 Colle72

Eight folded one sheet film posters for the 1961 re-release of
"Untamed West" (otherwise known as "The Far Horizons"). Specific
conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall each poster
exhibits signs of moderate general wear, such as: edge wear, tack
holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of writing
present on the back of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Untamed West (The Far Horizons) 1961 One Sheet Pos73

Lot of (4) uncirculated coin sets from the Royal Canadian Mint.
Includes 1983, 1984, 1986 and 1988. The coins are still sealed in
original plastic with informational cards and original envelopes.
Envelope condition as pictured.

Lot of (4) 1983-1988 Canada Proof Like Coins Sets74

Based on the motion picture starring Peter Weller. CGC graded 9.8
Robocop #1 CGC 9.8 1990/Marvel75

Five vinyl records from a variety of stand-up comedians, such as
Allan Sherman, Steve Martin, and more! Records and jackets are
in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have
record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Comedy Vinyl Record Lot of (5)76

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, light marking, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Juggernaut 1974 One Sheet Poster77

Escape From Mos Eisley and Slave I and Boba Fett sets. New in
sealed packages.

Star Wars Episode IV + V Galactic Heroes Figure Se78

LOT #

Factory sealed. 180 gram vomit colored vinyl. Re-mastered from
the original master tapes. Deluxe old style gatefold jackets with soft
touch coating. 12”x12” booklet. Exclusive liner notes by director
William Friedkin. New art by Phantom City Creative.

The Exorcist Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Rec79

51 copies! Disney 1951 Li'L Bad Wolf, Fire Fighter Wheaties
Premium/Give-Away flip comic book. GD to GD+ overall.

Disney 1951 Li'l Bad Wolf Wheaties Flip Book Comic80

Car is 3" long, 1.25" wide, and 1.5" tall. For its age, this car is in
great condition. Some scuffing and paint wear.

Antique 1920s T22-R1 Kilgore Cast Iron Black Sedan80a

8 scorebooks from 1971 to 1974. One of the 1971 scorebooks was
signed by Gates Brown, Aurelio Rodriguez, Cesar Gutierrez and
Dick McAuliffe. The scorebooks varying from having no writing
inside, to just lineups and partial scoring to full scoring. Varied wear
as pictured. The autographs were acquired at the game and as
such do not come with certificates of authenticity, but are believed
by Back to the Past to be genuine.

Detroit Tigers Baseball Scorebook Lot 1971-1974 w/81

Two modern Star Wars one sheet movie posters. Included posters
are in overall great visual condition but do exhibit signs of general
storage and display wear such as creasing and edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Wars Revenge of the Sith & Solo Movie Poster82

Factory sealed. The complete score by Ennio Morricone. "Alien
Blood and Bone" colored vinyl. Art by Phantom City Creative.
Deluxe tip-On gatefold jacket. Includes an 11"x17" insert poster.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Thing Motion Picture Score Waxwork Records83

New in sealed package. From Revenge of the Sith. Box has minor
shelf wear as pictured.

Star Wars Grievous' Wheel Bike NIP84

26 cards. Pete Rose, Willie Horton, Bob Gibson, Brooks Robinson,
Carl Yastrzemski, Denny McClain, and more. Overall condition
range of the cards appears VG to VG/EX. Some single cards may
be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Deckle Edge Card Lot of (26)85

25 copies with 5 sets of each of the cards that were inserted. All of
the polybags are still sealed. Negative Captain America UPC box
variants. NM overall.

X-Force #1 (x25) with Cards/Marvel86

2 coins. 2017 $25 Fine Silver Piedfort - Timeless Icons (99.99%
pure) and 2017 Proof Silver Dollar - 150th Anniversary of Canadian
Confederation (99.99% pure). Both are new in original packages.

2017 Canada $25/Silver Dollar Fine Silver Coins Lo87
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A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, staining, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Sleeper 1974 Woody Allen One Sheet Poster88

Three animated film one sheet posters featuring "Flushed Away",
"Grinch", and "Sausage Party". Included posters are in overall great
visual condition but do exhibit signs of general storage and display
wear such as creasing and edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

Animated Feature Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (3)89

This issue is considered to be scarce. Snake-Eyes vs. Cobra
Commander cover. CGC graded 9.6.

G.I. Joe A Real American Hero #150 CGC 9.6/Low Pri90

Special edition bloody variant. New in sealed packaging.
Freddy Jason Bloody Variant Figures/Fish Tank McFa90a

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot91

6 programs and 1 guide from the 1978 season. Programs included
are: Illinois (9/16/78), Duke (9/30/78), Arizona (10/7/78), Michigan
State (10/14/78), Minnesota (10/28/78) and Purdue (11/18/78).
Detroit Tiger and L.A. Dodger great, Kirk Gibson is pictured in the
Michigan State program. The publications are in overall nice shape
with some varied wear as pictured.

University of Michigan Football 1978 Program/Guide92

Star Wars R2-KT figure that sold exclusively at San Diego Comic
Con. New in sealed package.

Star Wars San Diego Comic Con Exclusive R2-KT Figu93

Seven vinyl record from lounge and crooner style musical artists
such as Frank Sinatra, Tom Jones, and more! Records and jackets
are in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light to moderate
use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies from record to record,
but items may have record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear
with the jackets typically exhibiting the most concentrated wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Lounge & Crooner Vinyl Record Lot of (7)94

A vintage boxing match poster of Haggler Vs. Leonard which took
place on April 6, 1987. Poster measures roughly 30"x20". Overall
great visual shape but does exhibit signs of light storage and
display wear such as creasing, edge wear, and light fold wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

"The King of the Ring" Haggler Vs. Leonard 1987 Bo95

Factory sealed. Deluxe 12" single pressed to 180 gram Yellow
vinyl! Featuring performances by Sheri Moon Zombie & Jeff Daniel
Phillips, produced by Rob Zombie and Zeuss! The single's B-Side

The Munsters/I Got You Babe Waxwork Records96

LOT #
features an etching of the two kooky love birds and is housed in a
psychedelic heavyweight jacket with matte satin coating presented
with all new art by Rob Zombie!

Lot of (4) uncirculated sets with original envelopes and certificates
of authenticity.

1968/69/70/88 Canadian Proof like Coin Sets w/Coa97

Three modern horror and thriller related one sheet movie posters.
Included posters are in overall great visual condition but do exhibit
signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing and
edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

2010s Horror & Thriller FIlm One Sheet Posters Lot98

Smokey and the Bandit II, The Pink Panther strikes Again, Dondi
and more!  Seven folded one sheet film posters covering the
comedy genre from various years. Specific conditions may vary
from poster to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of
moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes,
fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of writing present on
the back of the posters. See pictures for further condition detail

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)99

Overall nice shape as a NM vinyl, but the jacket shows signs of
light storage wear, particularly along the edges and spine. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles Abbey Road Studio Outtakes 1986 Unauth100

Truck is 9" long, 3 5/8" wide, and 4" tall. The lever and dumping
action work! Minor wear as pictured.

Structo Kom-Pak Hydraulic Dump Truck 1960s Pressed100a

A vintage tour poster which measures roughly 21 7/8" x 33".
Overall great visual shape but does exhibit signs of light storage
and display wear such as creasing and edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Rolling Stones 1981 American Tour Poster101

60+ cards. You get all pictured. Overall condition range of the cards
appears VG to VG/EX. Some single cards may be better or lesser
grades.

1969 Topps Football Card Lot Sayers/Namath/Meredit102

(2) T-800 Endoskeleton from Terminator 2 from Movie Maniacs
series 5. New in sealed packages.

T2 Terminator T-800 Endoskeleton Figure Lot of (2)103

This lot comes with 3 team calendars, a couple of advertising
promos, scorecards, ticket stubs and magazines from the 1988 to
2013 season. You get all pictured. Overall excellent condition!

Detroit Tigers Baseball Magazines/Scorecards + Mor104

New in sealed packages. Made by Kenner. This will require new
batteries to make the Jawa's eyes light up again as these were
made in 1997.

Star Wars Action Collection R2-D2/Yoda/Jawa Figure105

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Two modern Batman one sheet movie posters. Included posters
are in overall great visual condition but do exhibit signs of general
storage and display wear such as creasing and edge wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

DC Batman Begins 2005 & The Dark Knight Rises 2012106

Four vinyl records from Billy Joel! Records and jackets are in
overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light to moderate use and
shelf wear. Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items
may have record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Billy Joel Vinyl Record Lot of (4)107

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Al Kline,
Willie Stargell, Willie McCovey and more. Overall condition range
of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some single cards may be
better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Kaline/Stargell/McCov108

20 comics from Marvel's Silver and Bronze Age. Highlights include:
Strange Tales #150 (GD condition, 1st appearance of Umar,
Dormammu’s sister), Crypt of Shadows #1 (1973, reprinted horror
stories from Journey Into Mystery and Adventures Into Terror) and
Astonishing Tales #1 (197, GD+ condition0), a double-feature
concept with separate stories starring Ka-Zar and Dr. Doom.
Overall GD-/GD condition to GD+.

Marvel Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot109

This issue is considered to be scarce. CGC graded 9.8.
G.I. Joe A Real American Hero #148 CGC 9.8/Low Pri110

A Karate Fighters game produced by Milton Bradley in 1994. New
in sealed package.

Karate Fighters Thunderfoot vs. Skull Crasher Milt110a

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 .9999 Fine Silver Polar
Bear coins. Still affixed with original protective holders to the
interior of the original presentation folders.

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silve111

A vintage Western folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visuals but
does exhibit signs of heavy storage and display wear such as
creasing, staining, tearing, tack holes, edge wear, and fold wear
and or fold separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Stranger on Horseback 1955 Joel McCrea One Sheet P112

Factory sealed. Original motion picture soundtrack by Hans
Zimmer. 180 gram double LP. Colored vinyl. Liner notes by director
Gore Verbinski. Package design by Matt Needle. See pictures for
further condition details.

The Ring Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Records113

20 comics. Daredevil, Tales of Suspense. 6 copies have covers
and 19 copies are coverless. The coverless issues are a variety of
Silver Age Marvel comics. Avengers, Tales to Astonish, and more.

Tales of Suspense + Daredevil + More Silver Age Co114

LOT #
Includes all pictured. Filler to GD-/GD condition range.

3 different Michigan sports team championship pennants. 1984
Tigers, 2002 Red Wings and 1997 University of Michigan Football.
The U of M pennant has some discoloration as pictured. Each
comes in a protective holder.

Detroit Red Wings/Tigers/U of M Championship Penna115

Modern era figure and vehicles. The Millennium Falcon has sound.
This also comes with the Obi-Wan's Jedi Starfighter with box.
Overall appears to be in nice shape. You get all pictured. The
Falcon appears to be missing the cannon on top.

Star Wars Action Figure/Vehicles Lot116

Factory sealed. The complete 1988 film score by John Massari.
Available for the first time on vinyl. 180 gram “Cotton Candy and
Popcorn” colored vinyl. Exclusive liner notes by composer John
Massari. exclusive liner notes by Killer Klowns co-creator Stephen
Chiodo. Heavyweight 12” x 12” art print. old-style tip-on jackets with
matte satin coating.

Killer Klownz From Outer Space Waxwork Records117

Two folded film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are in nice
shape but do have moderate storage and display wear such as:
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear/fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

The Conversation 1974 & The Aviator 1985 Film One118

Three double sided Western one sheet posters. Items are in overall
great visual condition but do exhibit signs of general storage and
display wear such as creasing and edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Django 2012 One Sheet Posters Set of (3)119

The coins are still sealed in original plastic with informational card
and original envelopes. Envelope condition as pictured.

1971 + 1974 Eisenhower Dollars 40% Silver Dollars120

Munsters Music Box that plays the tune, "King of the Road" P6418
309/15000 w/ CoA from Hamilton Gifts. The box plays music
beautifully and the key on the bottom turns easily. Nice shape with
little display wear as pictured.

Munsters Music Box "King of the Road" 309/15000 w/120a

A variety of Elvis Presley themed items including calendars,
lighters, photos and more. Items vary in condition from nice to
good. Please see photos for further details and conditions.

Elvis Presley Collectibles/Memorabilia Lot121

Lot of (4) uncirculated coin sets in original envelopes from 1977 to
1979. You get all pictured.

1977-1979 Denver/Philadelphia Mint Souvenir Uncirc122

8 comics. This lot comes with Star Wars: Invasion #1-5 + #0. This
is all 6 issues from the 2009 Dark Horse series. This lot also comes
with Star Wars Legacy #2 + #6 with Adam Hughes covers!

Star Wars Dark Horse Comics Lot/Invasion + Adam Hu123

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #
Includes Comic Pack #22 comic only (Legacy #2 reprint) and #32
comic only (Legacy #6 reprint). #2 is the first appearance of Darth
Talon (in-story). NM- to NM overall.

Two folded film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are in
great shape but do have general storage and display wear such as:
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear/fold separation. See pictures
for further condition details.

Electra Glide in Blue 1973 & The Police Connection124

Three vinyl records from the Rolling Stones which includes one
unauthorized UK import of Formula 30! The Let It Be album
includes the insert and the unauthorized record does not come with
a jacket. Records and jackets are in overall nice shape but do
exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies
from record to record, but items may have minor record scuffs,
edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Rolling Stones Vinyl Record Lot of (3)125

Lot includes 1 magazine, 1 promo for the Go Blue magazine and 7
programs. Programs include Northwestern (9/8/78), Notre Dame
(9/15/79), Kansas (9/22/79), Minnesota (10/13/79), Indiana
(10/27/79), Wisconsin (11/3/79) and Ohio State (11/17/79). The
publications are in nice shape with some varying wear as pictured.

University of Michigan Football Programs/Magazine126

Vintage Darth Vader and Death Squad Commander figures with an
original Tie-Fighter. The Tie-Fighter is not working. The figures are
in good shape with light to moderate playwear. The previous owner
has stapled Darth Vader's cape.

Star Wars Darth Vader/Tie-Fighter/Commander127

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured. NM
condition.

Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot128

This issue is considered to be scarce. CGC graded 9.6.
G.I. Joe A Real American Hero #152 CGC 9.6/Low Pri129

A vintage poster for the Detroit Grand Prix which took place on
June 21st, 22nd, and 23rd in 1985. Measures roughly 36 1/4" x 22
3/8". Overall great visual shape but does exhibit signs of light
storage and display wear such as a slight upper tear, creasing, and
edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Detroit Grand Prix 1985 Original Poster130

PSA graded card.
1961 Horror Monster Card Animal Man Island of Lost130a

Factory sealed. Stereo remastered album on heavyweight 180g
vinyl! Jacket is in overall excellent condition with minor signs of
storage wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Pink Floyd The Piper At The Gates of Dawn 2016 Rem131

LOT #

8 inch Mego-style figure. Exclusive to Back to the
Past/Thundermall.com. Made in 2004 by Classic TV Toys.

Herman Munster in Cowboy Outfit Exclusive Figure132

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Rod
Carew, Jim Palmer, Tom Seaver, Rollie Fingers and more. Overall
condition range of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some single
cards may be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Seaver/Fingers/Carew/133

Two folded film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are in
great shape but do have general storage and display wear such as:
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear/fold separation. The poster for
"Drum" shows the most visible signs of wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Drum 1976 & 11 Harrowhouse 1974 Film One Sheet Pos134

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 .9999 Fine Silver Polar
Bear coins. Still affixed with original protective holders to the
interior of the original presentation folders.

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silve135

A fine art print of Marilyn Monroe by Jack Cardiff. Numbered
#396/1000 and signed by Jack Cardiff. Measures roughly 22" x 30".
Overall great visual shape but does exhibit signs of light storage
and display wear such as an indentation from possible picture
matting, creasing, and edge wear. Item does not come with an
accompanying Certificate of Authenticity, however, we at Back to
the Past Collectibles believes this item to be genuine. See pictures
for further condition details.

Marilyn Monroe Jack Cardiff Signed Fine Art Print136

Three vinyl records from The Beatles! Records and jackets are in
overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have
minor record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

The Beatles LP Vinyl Record Lot of (3)137

Lot includes 5 Yearbooks. 1970,1971,1977(x2) and 1978. They
programs are in overall nice shape as pictured.

Detroit Tigers Baseball 1970-1978 Yearbook Lot138

Titanium series figurine, paperweight, bobblehead and more! You
get all pictured. Items are in sealed packages and/or are in new
condition..

Spider-Man Collectibles/Toy Lot139

First appearance of Old Man Logan. CGC graded 9.8.
Wolverine #66 CGC 9.8 Old Man Logan 3rd Print Sket140

Chucky doll measures roughly 11" tall. New in sealed package.
Mezco 2012.

Chucky Living Dead Dolls - Mezco (2012) Figure/Bri140a

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

Factory sealed. "It's Zombo" and "The House Of Zombo" deluxe
12" single pressed to 180 gram "Ghoul White" vinyl! Featuring
performances by Rob Zombie, Sheri Moon Zombie, Jeff Daniel
Phillips, with new and original music by Rob Zombie and Zeuss!
Housed in a haunted heavyweight jacket with matte satin coating
presented with all new art by Rob Zombie!

The Munsters/It's Zombo/House of Zombo Waxwork Rec141

Two folded film one sheet posters. Overall, both posters are in nice
shape but do have general storage and display wear such as:
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear/fold separation. The poster for
"99 and 44/100% Dead!" shows the most visible signs of wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Harry in Your Pocket 1973 & 99 and 44/100% Dead! 1142

A vintage half sheet poster. Overall great visual shape but does
exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing
and edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Audrey Rose 1977 Anthony Hopkins Half Sheet Poster143

About 150 cards. Includes Griese, Payton, Bradshaw, Dorsett,
Klecko and more! Overall condition range of the cards appears Fair
to VG/EX. Some single cards may be better or lesser grades.

1977 to 1979 Topps Football Cards Lot144

A one sheet poster ad meant to deter movie goers from illegally
pirating films. Poster was distributed by the Motion Pictures
Association of America and the National Association of Theater
Owners. Poster is in overall great condition with light signs of
general storage wear such as edge wear and creasing. See
pictures for further condition details.

"Lights. Camera. Busted" Anti-Piracy Movie Theater145

Lot includes a postcard book from 1977, 6 sets of Spock and Kirk
glow-in-the-dark stickers, 2 books and an Uhura postcard.

Star Trek Collectibles Lot146

3 coins from the Royal Canadian Mint. All are new in original
packages.

Lot of (3) 2015 Canada $10 Fine Silver Coins - Map147

Two reprinted movie posters on foam core, featuring the graphics
from "Divorzio all'italiana" (otherwise known as "Divorce Italian
Style") and Europa '51. Overall, both posters are in nice shape but
do have general storage and display wear such as edge wear. As
both posters are reprints, the wear present from the original
scanned posters are present in the print. See pictures for further
condition details.

Divorzio all'italiana 1961 & Europa '51 1952 Foam148

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, staining, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation.
See pictures for further condition details.

Track of Thunder 1967 Tom Kirk One Sheet Poster149

LOT #

2 vintage yearbooks. Yearbooks are complete with cover wear as
pictured. The 1965 yearbook has a loose center page.

Detroit Tigers 1965 + 1966 Baseball Yearbooks150

New in package with protective container.
Nosferatu #136 - Funko Pop! Movies (2014) Count Or150a

Rare package figure and horse set from the 1995 movie. Made by
Street Players. Nice shape with little shelf wear.

The Phantom Figure & Horse Set/Rare 1995151

15 issues from the Silver Age series starring Nick Fury. #35 is the
1st appearance of Corporal Ricketts Johnson and has cover art by
Dick Ayers featuring Hitler. Overall GD- to GD condition, with a few
Filler copies with clipped coupons/panels mixed in.

Sgt. Fury/Howling Commandos #32/33/35-47152

Michael Turner variant. 1st appearance of Ragnarok as Thor. CGC
9.8 graded comic.

Civil War #3 CGC 9.8 Michael Turner Variant/Ragnar153

Overall nice shape as a NM vinyl, but the jacket shows signs of
light storage wear, particularly along the edges and spine. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles: Not For Sale 1985 Unauthorized Vinyl154

Two vinyl records from The Beatles! Records and jackets are in
overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have
light record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

The Beatles LP Vinyl Record Lot of (2)155

Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by John Du Prez. 180
Gram “Super Shredder & Turtle Brawl” colored vinyl. Deluxe
packaging. 1991 TMNT 2 movie poster postcard.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II Movie Score Waxwor156

Lot of 2 coins from the Royal Canadian Mint. 2017 $20 fine silver
coin/Nature's Impressions Polar Bear and 1988 Silver Dollar (250th
Anniversary of the Saint-Maurice Iron Works).  Both are new in
containers.

2017 Canada $20/Silver Dollar Fine Silver Coins Lo157

A vintage Western folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual
shape but does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear
such as creasing, tack holes, staining, edge wear, and fold wear
and or fold separation. Wear is most concentrated toward the
bottom of the poster. See pictures for further condition details.

Sabata 1970 Western One Sheet Poster158

#1 (GD+/VG- condition) is the 1st appearance of Captain Marvel,
Captain Marvel Jr., Mary Marvel and Doctor Sivana since the
Golden Age. #8 (GD+ condition) is a reprint of The Marvel Family
#1 (1945), the first appearance of Black Adam.

Shazam! (1973) #1 + #8/Key Issues159

We are always buying and looking for high quality consignments! Call 313-533-3130 with your collection.
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LOT #

#348/400. Silkscreen printed and signed by poster artist Matt Getz.
Item is in overall great condition but does have signs of general
display wear such as: tack holes, portions of discoloration, a minor
tear and edge wear. There is no accompanying Certificate of
Authenticity, however, we at Back to the Past Collectibles believes
this item to be genuine. See pictures for further condition details.

The Offspring Matt Getz SIGNED Limited Edition 199160

New in package.
Edward Scissorhands #17 - Funko Pop! (2012) Vinyl160a

A one sheet poster ad meant to deter movie goers from illegally
pirating films. Poster was distributed by the Motion Pictures
Association of America and the National Association of Theater
Owners. Poster is in overall great condition with light signs of
general storage wear such as edge wear and creasing. See
pictures for further condition details.

"Federal Prison" Anti-Piracy Movie Theater Ad MPAA161

5 programs. Includes the 1981 Rose Bowl, Iowa (10/17/81), Illinois
(11/1/86), Minnesota (11/15/86) and Penn State (10/15/94) Overall
nice shape.

University of Michigan Football Program Lot 1981-1162

The Fiddler on the Roof, Disney's Lobo, Rumpelstiltskin (w/Billy
Barty) and more! An assortment of seven folded promotional poster
and one sheet film posters. Specific conditions may vary from
poster to poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate
to heavy general wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear
and or fold separation, and portions of writing present on the back
of the posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Assorted Film Promotional & One Sheet Post163

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 .9999 Fine Silver Polar
Bear coins. Still affixed with original protective holders to the
interior of the original presentation folders.

Lot of (4) 2012 Royal Canadian Mint $20 Fine Silve164

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Johnny
Bench, Cleon Jones, Willie Stargell, Willie McCovey and more.
Overall condition range of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some
single cards may be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Bench/McCovey/Stargel165

A vintage half sheet poster of "Music in the Moonlight" which was
re-edited from "Ice-Capades". Overall great visual shape but does
exhibit signs of moderate to heavy storage and display wear such
as creasing, tearing, fold wear, and edge wear. See pictures for
further condition details.

Music in the Moonlight 1950 Ice-Capades Half Sheet166

Eight vinyl records from The Beatles! Records and jackets are in
overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have

Carole King & Carpenters Vinyl Record Lot of (8)167

LOT #
minor record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

DC begins publishing Shazam after licensing the Captain Marvel
character from Fawcett who they had successfully sued 20 years
earlier for copyright infringement due to the character's similarities
to Superman. 1st appearance of Captain Marvel, Captain Marvel
Jr. and Mary Marvel since the Golden Age. VG+ to FN- range.

Shazam #1 (1973) DC Comics168

Twenty-four Beatles Fan Club buttons. Overall nice shape but
conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details

The Beatles Fan Club Buttons Lot of (24)169

Factory sealed. The expanded and re-mastered soundtrack. 180
gram "Prom Fire" colored vinyl. New artwork by Phantom City
Creative. Deluxe packaging. Old style tip-On gatefold jackets with
matte satin coating

Carrie Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Records170

New in packages.
Marvel Venomized Groot #511/Storm #512/Rocket #515170a

2 Centennial silver dollar coins in original containers from the Royal
Canadian Mint.

1982 + 1986 Regina/Vancouver Canada Silver Dollars171

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, moisture damage, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Play It Again, Sam 1972 Woody Allen One Sheet Post172

Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by John Du Prez. 180
Gram "Super Shredder & Turtle Brawl" colored vinyl. Deluxe
packaging. 1991 TMNT 2 movie poster postcard.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles II Movie Score Waxwor173

10 scorebook/programs from 1985 to 1990, a World Champions full
sized pennant and 2 Detroit News/Detroit Free Press publications
chronicling the 1984 championship years. The scorebook/programs
do not have writing in them, except one of the 1987 programs has
2 unknown signatures on the front cover. 3 of the 1987 programs
do not have the scorecards inside. The pennant is in nice shape,
but has some minor discoloration spots as pictured. The pennant
comes in a protective holder. The programs are in good shape with
some varied wear as pictured.

Detroit Tigers Scorebook/Program/Pennant and More174

Ten vinyl records which includes Jimi Hendrix, Jethro Tull, the
Eagles, and more! Records and jackets are in overall nice shape
but do exhibit signs of light to moderate use and shelf wear.
Amount of wear varies from record to record, but items may have
minor record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Classic Rock Vinyl Record Lot of (10)175
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LOT #

Four folded half and one sheet posters for the 1962 film "Convicts
4" starring Vincent Price, Sammy Davis Jr., Ben Gazzara, Ray
Walston and more!  Specific conditions may vary from poster to
poster, but overall each poster exhibits signs of moderate general
wear, such as: edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold
separation, and portions of writing present on the back of the
posters. See pictures for further condition details.

Convicts 4 1962 One Sheet & Half Sheet Poster Lot176

Bradshaw Variant/1st Appearance Sam Alexander Nova. CGC
graded 9.8.

Marvel Point One #1 CGC 9.8 Bradshaw Variant/1st N177

A vintage linen backed one sheet poster of Disney's adventure
nature documentary. Overall nice visual shape but does exhibit
signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing, overall
aged discoloration, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation
that occurred prior to the linen backing process. See pictures for
further condition details.

Walt Disney Nature's Half Acre 1951 Linen Backed O178

Eleven Rolling Stones Fan Club buttons. Overall nice shape but
conditions vary. See pictures for further condition details

Rolling Stones Fan Club Buttons Lot of (11)179

Lot of (3) 2015 Royal Canadian Mint $50 .9999 Fine Silver coins.
Includes presentation folders. The coins come in the original
protective holders.

Lot of (3) 2015 Canada 50 Dollars Fine Silver Coin180

New in packages.
Birds of Prey Black Canary 304/Huntress 305/Roman180a

25 dispensers. You get all pictured. Overall great shape.
Pez Dispenser Looney Tunes/Muppets Lot181

Over 100 cards from the 1969 series. Highlights include Pete Rose,
Bobby Bonds, Rod Carew, Carl Yastrzemski and more. Overall
condition range of the cards appears VG to EX/MT. Some single
cards may be better or lesser grades.

1969 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Rose/Carew/Bonds/More182

10 comics with lenticular (flicker) covers. You get all pictured.
Marvel Legacy 3-D/Lenticular Cover Variant Lot183

An assortment of CDs pertaining to the musical genres of rock,
nu-metal, buttrock, and metal. Features musical acts such as Ozzy
Osbourne, Korn, Megadeth, Rob Zombie, and more! Conditions
vary. See pictures for further condition details.

Hard Rock Related CD Variety Lot184

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall nice visual shape but
does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, ink bleed, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Catch the Pink Angels...If You Can! 1971 Lawrence185

LOT #

2 vintage yearbooks. Yearbooks are complete with cover wear as
pictured.

Detroit Tigers 1964 + 1965 Baseball Yearbooks186

Four reproductions of vintage film posters. The "Key Largo" repro
measures roughly 28"x22". Included posters are in overall great
visual condition but do exhibit signs of varying general storage and
display wear. While each poster has printed-on wear, each displays
wear varying from creasing, tack holes, staining, and edge wear.
See pictures for further condition details.

Vintage Film Reproduction Poster Lot of (4)187

An assortment of vintage cigar box labels that includes Clubhouse,
Las Amantes, Record Bond, and more. Overall all labels range
from good to great condition, with general wear being creases,
minor tears and edge abrasion. Please see photos for further
details and conditions.

Vintage Cigar Box Labels Lot188

Factory sealed. Complete 1961 Soundtrack by Yuji Koseki.
"Mothra" colored vinyl. (Disc 1 yellow and blue butterfly effect w/
white splatter). (Disc 2 yellow and orange butterfly effect w/ black
splatter). New artwork by Yuko Shimizu. 12” x 12” art print.
Heavyweight gatefold packaging with matte finish.

Mothra Motion Picture Soundtrack Waxwork Records189

Measures roughly 28 3/4"x14 3/8". Item is in overall great condition
but does have signs of general display and storage wear such as
creasing and edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

M.C. Escher "House of Stairs 1951" Art Print190

Lucille Ball "I Love Lucy" 20 Inch Porcelain Doll - Hollywood Walk
of Fame (1993) w/ Box. The doll comes with a stand, original tag
and CoA. The pinky finger on the left hand had previously broken
off and had been glued back on. There are light surface
scuffs/marks on the inner left leg and right leg. There is a small
stain on the front of the skirt.

Lucille Ball "I Love Lucy" Porcelain Doll190a

A vintage boxing match poster of Leonard Vs. Duran III which took
place on December 7, 1989. Features art by LeRoy Neiman. Poster
measures roughly 36"x19 1/4". Overall great visual shape but does
exhibit signs of light storage and display wear such as creasing and
edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Leonard Vs. Duran III 1989 Boxing Bout Match Budwe191

5 dollar coins from the Royal Canadian Mint. 99.99% pure. New in
original package.

2018 Canada Fine Silver 2-Coin Set/30th Ann. Silve192

Eleven vinyl records which includes Sly Stone, Rod Stewart, and
more! Records and jackets are in overall nice shape but do exhibit
signs of light to moderate use and shelf wear. Amount of wear
varies from record to record, but items may have minor record

Classic Rock Vinyl Record Lot of (11)193
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LOT #
scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

21 dispensers and a Yoda bobblehead. You get all pictured.
Overall great shape.

Pez Dispenser Star Wars Lot + Bobblehead194

This has been optioned for TV/Movie treatment. CGC graded 9.8.
Department Of Truth #1 CGC 9.8 JFK Cover/Image Com195

UK import. Overall nice shape as a NM vinyl, but the jacket shows
signs of light storage wear, particularly along the edges and spine.
See pictures for further condition details.

The Beatles: Sessions 1985 Unauthorized Unreleased196

A vintage half sheet poster of "Music in the Moonlight" which was
re-edited from "Ice-Capades". Overall great visual shape but does
exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing,
staining, tearing, and edge wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

The Last American Hero 1973 Ice-Capades Half Sheet197

20 comics from Marvel's Silver and Bronze Age. Highlights include:
Ka-Zar #1 (VG condition, features the origin of The Savage Land,
specifically the Cataclysm that also sank Atlantis) and Supernatural
Thriller #1 (VG condition, an adaptation of the 1940 Theodore
Sturgeon short story 'It!' that is considered the inspiration for Heap,
Swamp Thing, Man-Thing and other swamp based characters).
Astonishing Tales #1 is GD+. Overall GD-/GD  to VG- condition
range.

Marvel Silver to Bronze Age Comic Lot198

An assortment of items pertaining to record inserts, sleeves, and
jackets. Includes items from The Beatles, Led Zeppelin, Bowie,
Clapton, and more! Conditions vary from new to used. See pictures
for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Assorted Record Inserts/Sleeves/Jackets Group Lot199

2 vintage yearbooks. Yearbooks are complete with light to
moderate cover wear as pictured.

Detroit Tigers 1963 + 1964 Baseball Yearbooks200

DC Collectibles Artist Alley Catwoman - Sho Murase 7 Inch Figure
20 Years (#2003/3000) with Box. Briefly displayed, but in nice
shape.

Catwoman Figure/DC Collectibles Artist Alley200a

MASH, The Fortune, All Ashore and more! Eight folded one sheet
film posters covering the comedy genre from various years.
Specific conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall each
poster exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general wear, such as:
edge wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and
portions of writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures
for further condition details.

Vintage Comedy Related One Sheet Poster Lot of (8)201

LOT #

Eight vinyl records which includes The Mamas & The Papas,
Tommy James & The Shondells, and more! Records and jackets
are in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light to moderate
use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies from record to record,
but items may have minor record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine
wear. See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Classic Rock & Pop Vinyl Record Lot of (8)202

A vintage one sheet poster which has been mounted on a
cardboard material. Overall nice visual shape but does exhibit signs
of general storage and display wear such as creasing, ink bleed,
edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. The top and side
portions of the white space has been trimmed to the poster
graphics. See pictures for further condition details.

Cape Fear 1962 Gregory Peck Mounted One Sheet Post203

Factory sealed. Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by
John Du Prez. 180 Gram “Time Scepter” colored vinyl. New artwork
by TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman. Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles
Part III Postcard.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III Movie Score Waxwo204

2 sets. 1995 Canadian Prestige Proof set (regular/sealed and
bagged) and the 2003 proof set. New in package.

1995/2003 Royal Canadian Mint Proof Sets205

Cocoon, The Sicilian Connection, Armageddon and more! An
assortment of seven folded one sheet film posters. Specific
conditions may vary from poster to poster, but overall each poster
exhibits signs of moderate to heavy general wear, such as: edge
wear, tack holes, fold wear and or fold separation, and portions of
writing present on the back of the posters. See pictures for further
condition details.

Vintage Assorted Film One Sheet Poster Lot of (7)206

60+ cards. You get all pictured. Overall condition range of the cards
appears VG to VG/EX. Some single cards may be better or lesser
grades.

1969 Topps Football Card Lot Piccolo/Csonka/Meredi207

A variety of merchandise items which includes items such as pins,
decals, and cups. Features merch for musical artists such as Pink
Floyd, The Beatles, and more! Conditions vary. See pictures for
further condition details. You get all pictured.

Assorted Music Related Merch Lot208

Factory sealed. Factory sealed. Original motion picture score by
John Du Prez. 180 Gram "Time Scepter" colored vinyl. New
artwork by TMNT co-creator Kevin Eastman. Teenage Mutant Ninja
Turtles Part III Postcard.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles III Movie Score Waxwo209

Lot of (5) new condition 19" x 13" wood wall plaques with classic
comic cover art. You get all pictured.

Classic Comic Cover Art Wall Plaque Lot210
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LOT #

DC Collectibles Artist Alley Nightwing - Hainanu Saulque 7" Figure
#1767/3000 with Box. Briefly displayed, but in nice shape.

Nightwing Figure/DC Collectibles Artist Alley210a

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall great visual condition
but does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

The Stepford Wives 1975 Bryan Forbes One Sheet Pos211

2 vintage yearbooks. Yearbooks are complete with light to
moderate cover wear as pictured.

Detroit Tigers 1962 + 1963 Baseball Yearbooks212

Three WWE related shirts. The Royal Rumble shirt is sized as a
2XL while the other two have missing tags. Conditions vary. See
pictures for further condition details.

WWE Wrestling/Related T-Shirt Lot213

An assortment of advertising display items which includes artists
such as Billy Squier, The Alan Parsons Project, Def Leppard, Pink
Floyd, and more! Conditions vary as each item is used, but overall
items have light to moderate storage wear such as edge wear,
creasing, portions of discoloration, and blunted corners. See
pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Assorted 1980s Record Store Flats Lot214

Measures roughly 33 1/4"x22 7/8". Black light fluorescence still
glows well. Item is in overall nice condition but does have signs of
general display and storage wear such as creasing, discoloration,
and tack holes and edge wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

1970s Era Bugs Bunny Looney Tunes Black Light Post215

Lot of (3) 2014 Royal Canadian Mint $50 .9999 Fine Silver coins.
Still affixed with original protective holders to the interior of the
original presentation folders.

Lot of (3) 2014 Canada 50 Dollars Fine Silver Coin216

Factory sealed. The complete score by Ennio Morricone. "Alien
Blood and Bone" colored vinyl. Art by Phantom City Creative.
Deluxe tip-On gatefold jacket.11"x22" poster

The Thing Motion Picture Score Waxwork Records217

A vintage folded one sheet poster for the US release of "Sudden
Terror", otherwise known as "Eyewitness". Overall great visual
condition but does exhibit signs of general storage and display
wear such as creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold
separation. See pictures for further condition details.

Sudden Terror 1971 Eyewitness One Sheet Poster218

This lot includes the first 20 issues of Wizard magazine and several
of their other publications. You get all pictured. #1 is VF-, overall
VG+ to FN+.

Wizard Magazine #1-20 + Inserts/Specials/Book/Pric219

LOT #

Factory sealed. The original motion picture soundtrack to "Godzilla
Vs. Kong" double LP pressed to 180 gram 'Hollow Earth' colored
vinyl! Featuring music scored by Tom Holkenborg. Housed in a
heavyweight gatefold jacket with matte satin coating. Includes a
12"x12" art print. See pictures for further condition details.

Godzilla Vs. Kong Original Motion Picture Soundtra220

Hardcover with dustjacket. Only opened to inspect for autograph
and edition number. ISBN 0971977542 160 pages. VF condition.
Signed by Ashley Wood

Popbot Collection One HC Ltd. Edition #487/500 Sig220a

Twelve vinyl records which includes Diana Ross, Stevie Wonder,
and more! Records and jackets are in overall nice shape but do
exhibit signs of light to moderate use and shelf wear. Amount of
wear varies from record to record, but items may have minor record
scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

R&B/Motown Vinyl Record Lot of (12)221

#1 (FN+/VF- condition) is the 1st partial team appearance and
origin of The Eternals and The Deviants and first appearance of
Ikaris. #3 (VF condition) is the 1st appearance of Sersi. #11 (VF
condition) is the 1st appearance of Kingo Sunen and Druig. Overall
VF condition.

Eternals #1/3/5/6/10/11/12222

You get all pictured. Includes: 2009 Lincoln Cent "Formative Years"
2 sealed penny rolls (P and D). (2) Canada 2017 Heart of Our
Nation $3 Fine Silver Coins and a Coins of Israel 1948-1969
specimen set.

Canadian/America/Israeli Collectible Coins Lot223

This lot features 2 different vintage full sized pennants for the
World Championship team and 8 yearbooks from 1985 to 2014.
The pennants are in nice shape in protective holders. The
yearbooks are in nice shape with condition as pictured.

Detroit Tigers Yearbook/Championship Pennants Lot224

This lot comes with 2 figures, 2 horses and a slew of accessories.
You get all pictured. Varied playwear.

Vintage Marx Johnnie West/Geronimo + More Lot225

A vintage folded one sheet poster. Overall great visual condition
but does exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as
creasing, edge wear, and fold wear and or fold separation. See
pictures for further condition details.

Unholy Rollers 1972 Vernon Zimmerman One Sheet Pos226

Nine vinyl records from assorted various Soundtracks and
Broadway shows such as 'That's Entertainment', 'Hello Dolly',
'Gypsy' and more! Records and jackets are in overall nice shape
but do exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear. Amount of wear
varies from record to record, but items may have minor record

Broadway/Soundtrack Assorted Vinyl Record Lot of (227
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LOT #
scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

All come in original containers. The 1975 proof set comes with a
1976 quarter, half dollar and dollar as they did not make them in
1975.

1993 Peace On Earth Fine Silver Coin + 1973+1975 U228

Six vinyl records from artist Donny Osmond, including albums
'Portrait of Donny', 'The Osmonds Homemade' and more.
Records and jackets are in overall great shape but do exhibit signs
of light to moderate use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies
from record to record, but items may have record scuffs, edge
wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further condition details.
You get all pictured.

Donny Osmond/The Osmonds Vinyl Record Lot of (6)229

2005, IDW. 1st appearance of Jennika, later becomes the first
female Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtle in story continuity. CGC
graded 9.8.

Teenage Mutant Ninja Turtles #51 CGC 9.8/1st Jenni230

Overall the gun is in nicer condition with little visible wear/damage.
It requires  2 "C" batteries. When we tested the gun for the first
time it worked but the light we dim. After attempting to test it again,
we could not get the bulbs to light up. It may need some
fixing/adjusting in order for it to function again. The gun has some
dried sticker residue on both sides. The box has visible wear on the
corners and along the perimeter for age and storage.

Vintage Remco Jupiter 4 Color Signal Gun Style #60230a

6 figures. Includes 3 exclusives! You get all pictured. New in sealed
packages.

Star Wars Mighty Muggs Figures Lot w/Exclusives231

A vintage and rare Australian daybill for "Star Trek III: The Search
For Spock". Poster measures roughly 26 7/8" x 13 1/4". Overall
great visual shape but does exhibit signs of light storage and
display wear such as light creasing. edge wear, and fold wear. See
pictures for further condition details.

Star Trek III: The Search For Spock RARE Australia232

Ten vinyl records from assorted various Soundtracks and Broadway
shows such as 'Cat Stevens', 'Jim Croce', and more! Records and
jackets are in overall nice shape but do exhibit signs of light use
and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies from record to record, but
items may have minor record scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear.
See pictures for further condition details. You get all pictured.

Pop/Easy Listening Vinyl Record Lot (10)233

2017 Canada 1967 Centennial Commemorative 99.99% Silver
7-Coin Proof Set w/COA from the Royal Canadian Mint. New in
original packaging.

2017 Canada 1967 Centennial Commemorative Fine Sil234

LOT #

8 programs and 1 1980 Sport magazine. Programs include:
Northwestern (9/13/80), S. Carolina (9/27/80 (x2)), California
(10/4/80 (x2)), Michigan State (11/11/80), Illinois (10/25/80) and
Purdue (11/15/80). The publications are in overall nice shape as
pictured.

University of Michigan Football 1980 Programs + Ma235

Seven vinyl records from John Coltrane, Mingus Moves, and
Brubeck! Records and jackets are in overall great shape but do
exhibit signs of light to moderate use and shelf wear. Amount of
wear varies from record to record, but items may have record
scuffs, edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further
condition details. You get all pictured.

Jazz Vinyl Record Lot of (7)236

This lot features programs, promo items, a media guide and other
publications. These were printed from 1984 to 2000. The lot comes
with all pictured. Highlights include 3 1984 World Series programs,
a 1987 World Series program, the 50th Anniversary All-Star game
program, a 1987 Brewers media guide, late 80s-early 90s team
calendars and more. You get all pictured. Overall nice shape with
some varied wear as pictured.

Detroit Tigers and More Baseball Collectibles Lot237

A vintage circa 1970s Frank Sinatra record store promo poster.
Overall nice visual condition but does exhibit signs of general
storage and display wear such as creasing, tack holes, and edge
wear. See pictures for further condition details.

Frank Sinatra 1970s Record Store Promo Poster238

Factory sealed. The original motion picture soundtrack to Rob
Zombie's "The Munsters" double LP pressed to 180 gram 'Herman
& Lily' Swirl vinyl! Featuring new and original music by Rob Zombie
and Zeuss! Housed in a haunted heavyweight jacket with matte
satin coating presented with all new art by Graham Humphreys!
Includes a 24-page booklet and a 12"x12" art print See pictures for
further condition details.

Rob Zombie's The Munsters Original Motion Picture239

75 comics. 5 different comics (15 of each). 1970s comics that
reprinted 1950s stories. GD to VG condition.

EC Comics Horror/Sci-Fi/Crime Comics Lot240

11 1/2" long. Made in 2003. Color Me Gone 425H.P.driven by
Roger Lindamood, tuned by Dick Branstner. The car has display
wear as pictured. It does not come with its original box.

1964 Dodge Diecast Stock Car  1/18 Scale240a

Measures roughly 35 1/8"x23". Item is in overall nice condition but
does have signs of general storage wear such as creasing and
edge wear. See pictures for further condition details.

1993 Notre Dame Football Team Trading Card Set Unc241
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LOT #

Included is a Black Panther Funko Pop (#273 Limited Chase
Edition), 3 Maisto die-cast vehicles, Wolverine Mr. Potato Head,
Wolverine Metals Die-Cast Lootcrate exclusive, Marvel Legends
Wolverine (Warlock BAF series) and a Wolverine digital clock. All
items are new in sealed packages. The clock works, but may need
new batteries.

Marvel Comics Toy/Collectibles Box Lot242

Factory sealed. Original 1935 Soundtrack recording. Music
composed by Franz Waxman. 180 gram iridescent vinyl. 4-page
booklet with liner notes. Artwork by Phantom City Creative.

Bride of Frankenstein Motion Picture Soundtrack Wa243

Vintage one sheet poster. Overall nice shape but does exhibit signs
of moderate storage and display wear such as tack holes, sun
damage, creasing, and light edge wear. See pictures for further
condition details.

The Princess Bride 1987 One Sheet Movie Poster244

Ten vinyl records from assorted various Soundtracks and Broadway
shows such as 'Saturday Night Fever', 'Hair', 'The Wizard of Oz'
and more! Records and jackets are in overall nice shape but do
exhibit signs of light use and shelf wear. Amount of wear varies
from record to record, but items may have minor record scuffs,
edge wear, and or spine wear. See pictures for further condition
details. You get all pictured.

Broadway/Soundtrack Assorted Vinyl Record Lot of (245

Over 200 cards from the 1968 and 1969 series. Most are from the
1969 series.  Highlights include Al Kaline, Brooks Robinson, Bob
Gibson, Jim Palmer and more. Overall condition range of the 1969
cards appears VG to EX/MT. Overall condition range of the 1969
cards appears Good to VG. Some single cards may be better or
lesser grades.

1968/69 Topps Baseball Card Lot/Kaline/Robinson/Gi246

The 1969 Yearbook comes with 6 player autographs inside! Al
Kaline, Mickey Lolich, Dick McAuliffe, Don Wert, Mickey Stanley,
and Daryl Patterson. Yearbooks have some varied wear as
pictured. The autographs were acquired at the game and as such
do not come with certificates of authenticity, but are believed by
Back to the Past to be genuine.

Detroit Tigers 1968/1969/1970 Yearbooks w/Autograp247

House of Waxwork issue #3 and issue #2 of Poser from Waxwork
Comics. Issues come with book and original soundtrack. NM
condition.

House of Waxwork  #3 + Poser #2 W/ Original Soundt248

2017 Canada 150 Our Home and Native Land Special Edition Fine
Silver Proof 7-Coin Set from the Royal Canadian Mint. 99.99%
Silver 7-Coin Proof Set w/COA. New in original packaging.

2017 Canada 150 Home Native Land Spec. Ed. Silver249

LOT #

An original vintage one sheet poster. Overall great shape but does
exhibit signs of general storage and display wear such as creasing,
edge wear, and slight fold wear. See pictures for further condition
details.

Robocop 1987 One Sheet Movie Poster250

Absolute Watchman Hardcover Edition - Moore, Gibbons, Higgings
DC Comics. Its ISBN is 978-1-4012-0713-7. Sealed. Plastic has
some small tears as pictured.

Absolute Watchmen Hardcover Edition/Sealed250a
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